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The research tool

Naturally occurring dialogue (in any language) is hard to study because – as the
‘Observer’s Paradox’ has long recognised – participants behave differently when they
know they are being observed. Map Task research tool was developed specifically to
allow elicitation of natural yet restricted dialogue. It allows observation of naturallyoccurring dialogue because participants are focussed on the task rather than their use
of language. The Map Task was developed in the 1980s (Brown et al 1984, Anderson et al
1991, Merrison 1992, Merrison et al 1994) and has been used in investigations of many
different types of interactants, but never before with sign language users.

Method

The Map Task involves one participant who has a map with the route marked on it (the giver) relaying the
route to the other participant who has a map with no route (the follower). This participant then draws the
route onto their map without sight of the original. Participants are informed beforehand that their maps
may not be identical.
Data has been collected from Deaf-Deaf
Elan transcription of the pilot Deaf-hearing
dyads and Deaf-hearing interpretertriad
mediated triads. In both cases a group of
four participants was involved and a
complex schedule devised whereby the
participants worked in different pairings
and experienced involvement both as a
giver and follower of the different map
routes. Each participant experienced being
the ‘giver’ of the same map route twice. In
the Deaf-hearing pairings each of the two
Deaf participants was accompanied by an
interpreter throughout.
All the participants were female, were from
similar backgrounds and from the same
locality. These criteria also applied to the
two interpreters.
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All dialogues were filmed. The DeafDeaf dyads were filmed using two
cameras. The pilot Deaf-hearing triad
was also filmed using two cameras
but subsequent triads were filmed
using three cameras to allow for
better observation of all participants.
The filmed data was transcribed using
ELAN software.
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Initial observations

One element of this study that is particularly interesting to sign linguists is the strongly visuo-spatial nature of the task. Signers must reconstruct from a two-dimensional map into a multi-dimensional signed
form. They can select from a range of signed formulations to accomplish this as detailed by Liddell (2003). From the number of signing types observed in the data, three main approaches are evident.
Firstly, using fully immersed narrative structure. Secondly, a three-dimensional formulation using a variety of classifiers in signing space. The third formulation is a quasi-two-dimensional one, using signed
information followed by use of deixis (or index pointing). These signing formulations are used in three different planes, horizontal, vertical and angled.
Further analysis will reveal whether participants are flexible about their language use and adopt the signing formulation of their partner, or choose to maintain their preferred approach. This data
facilitates the study of grounding, described by Clark (1996), which is the process whereby participants take ‘positive joint action’ to ensure that the content of utterances is added to their shared
knowledge. Clark states that “the participants in a joint action try to establish the mutual belief that they have succeeded well enough for current purposes”. The Map Task provides visual evidence of
this grounding process in action, the route reproduced onto the follower’s map providing clear evidence of successful grounding and where problems have occurred.
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